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Inclination Impact on the Mass Transfer Process Resulting
from the Interaction of Twin Tandem Jets with a Crossflow
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Abstract: “Twin jets in crossflow” is a complex configuration that raises an in-
creasing interest due to its presence in various common applications such as chim-
ney stacks, film cooling, VSTOL aircrafts, etc. . . In the present paper, the twin jets
were arranged inline with an oncoming crossflow; they were also inclined which
resulted in similar elliptic cross sections of the nozzles’ exits. The exploration of
the flows in interaction was carried out numerically by means of the finite vol-
ume method together with the second order turbulent closure model, namely the
Reynolds stress Model (RSM), and a non uniform grid system particularly refined
near the injection nozzles. Once validated, the model was upgraded by introducing
a temperature gradient and a non reacting fume within the emitted jets in order to
follow its dispersion stages. Such a procedure is likely to give an extensive under-
standing of the resulting flowfield’s mixing, expanding and dispersion. In a primer
step, we showed the qualitative similarity of the different species’ behaviors due
to the adopted non reactive property of the handled fume. Then, we evaluated the
impact of the jets’ initial inclination angle on the emitted fume as well as on the
environing air dispersion over the domain. A close dependence of both progres-
sions is observed. Straightening the jets proved to enhance significantly the verti-
cal ascension of the fume, postponing the homogenization of the resulting flowfield
composition.

Keywords: Twin jets, crossflow, inclination, mass transfer, pollutants’ disper-
sion.

1 Introduction

“Jets in crossflow” is a common configuration that finds application in more than
a field (academic, industrial, etc. . . ). The earliest studies focused rather on single
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jet configurations and on the impact of several parameters on the mixing process.
The variation of the number of the handled jets, namely its augmentation, proved
to be a viable solution for the enhancement of the applications’ efficiencies. As a
consequence, an increasing interest is dedicated to the multiple jets’ configurations.
The “twin jets in crossflow” is an intermediate configuration. Its exploration is
determinant in the way it highlights the contribution of duplicating the handled
jets and predicts the behavior of the multiple jets’ configuration that is simply an
extension of this intermediate one.

When we dispose of twin jets, we can arrange them differently relatively to the
oncoming crossflow: they can be inline with the mainstream, side by side or op-
posed. In applications like film cooling of turbine blades, Vertical and short Take
Off and Landing (VSTOL) aircraft engines, injection within combustion chambers
of chimney stacks, the first arrangement, namely the tandem (inline) arrangement,
is widely adopted. This is actually the one we propose to consider in the present
paper.

Too little work was exclusively devoted to the inline jets in crossflow. Ohanian and
Rahai (2000) are pioneers in the domain as they first considered this arrangement
in 2000. Their configuration consisted in twin planar, inline and turbulent jets
under different jet velocity ratios (0.5, 1, and 2) and jets’ spacing (d, 2d, and 3d),
where d is the jet diameter. The jets’ coupling disappeared under the highest jets’
spacing. When the jets are brought closer, increasing the exhaust momentum of
the downstream jet above the free stream and the upstream jet velocities enhances
the throw distance in the cross flow beyond the wall boundary layer thickness. It’s
only later that the second jet tilts in the direction of the freestream. Bringing the
jets closer also enhances the turbulent kinetic energy which in turn promotes the
mixing and diffusion processes.

Further consideration was recently dedicated to “double jets in crossflow” by Rad-
houane et al. (2009-a,b). In the first work, the authors [Radhouane et al. (2009-a)]
focused on the dynamics of the resulting flowfield by tracking the evolution of the
different velocity components as well as the fluctuating velocities. In the second pa-
per [Radhouane et al. (2009-b)], interest was rather oriented toward heat and mass
transfer between the different interacting flows. The temperature distribution was
evaluated along the different orientations and over different levels in the domain.
A quite similar interest was devoted to the generated mass transfer by tracking the
evolution of one of the pollutants’ mass fraction. Both works were conducted nu-
merically by means of the finite volume method together with the Reynolds Stress
Model (RSM) closure model.

Further authors dealt with the tandem twin jets in crossflow in the context of com-
parative studies with further arrangements of the same number of jets, namely side
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by side and opposite [Kolar et al. (2006), Kolar and Savory (2007)].

Some further authors chose to compare the twin jets’ configuration to the single
and/or the multiple one whether in tandem or different arrangements. The most
recent work in this context was carried out by Ibrahim and Gutmark (2006). It con-
sists in PIV experiments aiming at investigating the blowing ratio’s effect on both
arrangements’ behavior. The blowing ratios used for the single jet tests were 3.2,
4.8 and 8; and that of the twin jets was 3. The study concerned the jet trajectories
and penetration, the jet trajectory deflection, the mass entrainment approximation
based on the jet trajectory, the windward and leeward jet spread, the size, location
and magnitude of the reverse flow region and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE).
This examination showed mainly the resemblance of the trend of a double tandem
jet to that of a single jet of a higher blowing ratio.

Thus, we clearly see that exclusive studies on inline double jets are scarce. The
most examined parameters in this configuration are the injection ratio and the jets’
spacing while further ones may be explored like the jet nozzles’ height, the geom-
etry of the jets’ cross section, the initial jets’ streamwise inclination, etc. . . In the
present paper, we propose to consider the injection inclination in order to extend
the work of Radhouane et al. [Radhouane et al. (2009-a,b)]. Actually, we intend to
give a deeper evaluation of this parameter on the dispersion of the different species
contained within the handled fume and compare it to the behavior of the environing
air. Detailing this aspect of the problem is likely to lighten several joint issues. We
can mention as an example the incessantly threatening atmospheric pollution prob-
lem or the enhancement and control of the mixing processes met in the combustion
and further chemical chambers.

In order to find out plausible explanations and /or optimizing solutions to these
issues, numerical simulations of double inline jets in crossflow were conducted un-
der a variable initial inclination angle (30, 45, 60 and 90˚). The different geometric
assumptions and boundary conditions were deduced from an experimental replica
that was extensively described in [Radhouane et al. (2009-a,b)]. Once validated,
the model was upgraded by introducing a temperature gradient between the inter-
acting flows. Finally, a non-reactive fume was introduced within the jet nozzles.
Each of its components were tracked under the different tested inclinations and
compared to the environing flow dispersion.

2 Computational set up

Fig. 1 represents the experimentally handled configuration that was reproduced
numerically. The jets are placed three diameters apart from one another according
to the oncoming crossflow direction. The center of the upstream jet coincides with
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the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system that was adopted in order to scale the
interacting flows. The choice of the Cartesian coordinate system is motivated by
the asymmetry of the jets’ distribution within the domain in spite of the symmetry
of the configuration (Smith (1998)). Finally, the resulting flow is supposed to be
steady, three-dimensional, incompressible and turbulent.

Figure 1:  Scheme of the numerical configuration [Radhouane et al. (2009-a,b)] 
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Figure 1: Scheme of the numerical configuration [Radhouane et al. (2009-a,b)]

The handled equations are written in the present case as follows:
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The introduction of the fluctuating variables requires the use of a turbulence clo-
sure model. Herein, we adopted the Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), a second order
turbulent model, for its ability to model three dimensional complex flows. The
introduction of this turbulence model leads to the resolution of the following equa-
tion:
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Ci j being the convective term, and DL
i j, Pi j , DT

i j , Gi j , φi j, ε i j, respectively, the
molecular diffusion, the stress production, the turbulent diffusion, the buoyancy
production, the pressure strain and the dissipation rate (Schieste (1993)).

The equations of the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and of the dissipation rate of the
kinetic energy (ε) associated with the second-order model are defined as follows:
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For more information concerning the constants introduced in the different equations
see Mahjoub et al. (2003) as jets undergo the same conditions in both configura-
tions. The comparison of the experimental and computational results has already
been conducted in the work of Radhouane et al. (2009-b). It assumed an injection
ratio equivalent to R = 1.29, a jet nozzles’ spacing of D=3d and an inclination angle
of α=60˚: these conditions correspond to the experimental ones. A good level of
agreement was obtained.

To fit better the reality, two further conditions were adopted. First, we introduced
a temperature gradient of 100˚ between the interacting flows. Then, we injected a
non-reacting fume within the jet nozzles. The handled fume composition and the
different adopted boundary conditions are summarized in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Boundary conditions

Injection
Nozzles

u=V0 cosα ,
v=V0 sinα

T0=403.15K

k =10−3V2
0

ε = k3/2/0.5d

Crossflow u=V0, v=0
T∞=303.15K

k= ε=0

Fume Com-
position

N2:76.9%, CO2:20.9%, O2:1.8%, SO2:0.4%

3 Results and discussion

To give consistence to our work, we first need to evaluate the efficiency of the
crossflow modeling. For that, we propose to track the evolution of the mainstream
velocity in the upstream zone located between the domain entrance and the rear
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Figure 2: Vertical distribution of the mainstream velocity upstream of the rear jet
nozzle under a given inclination (α=60˚) on the symmetry plane (z=0)

edge of the first jet. Fig. 2 represents this evolution under an initial inclination
angle of 60˚, at different longitudinal positions on the symmetry plane (z = 0).

Within the three first longitudinal locations (x = -50, -40 and -10 mm), the boundary
layer of the oncoming crossflow adopts a quasi-constant thickness as soon as we
are placed 7 mm far from the injection plane. As we get closer to the upstream
jet, the boundary layer thickness is sensibly raised and covers the first stages of
the jets’ dispersion within the domain. In such a way, the jets are “shielded” from
the entire “strength” of the oncoming crossflow and undergo the unique influence
of their proper initial inclination enabling them to evolve freely, at least during the
primary instants. Once they leave the boundary layer, the jets accuse the full tilting
and flattening of the uniform oncoming crossflow.

The velocity profiles at the jet nozzles’ exit cross-section are also uniform and this
uniformity is justified. In fact, in the reality the jets are fed from similar cylindrical
pipes along which the velocity adopts a quasi-plane trend giving consistence to our
uniform assumption.

Finally, we need to evaluate the impact of the initially imposed turbulent condi-
tion on the development of both jets as the dispersion of the jets is tightly related
to their trajectories’ progression. Fig. 3 illustrates the evolution of the potential
cores (representation of the velocity magnitude) of both jets on the symmetry plane
under different initial turbulence intensities. Increasing the initial turbulence of the
oncoming crossflow from 0% to 5% does not bring any significant variation of both
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jet trajectories as the corresponding profiles match totally. Doubling the initial tur-
bulence percentage (10%) brings a slight variation on the both jet trajectories; this
variation is however weaker on the development of the downstream jet. In fact,
the second jet is further shielded by the presence of the rear one. The mainstream
turbulence is then weakened before reaching it. Under the highest initial turbulence
condition, we observe the most significant deviation of the jets and the deviation is
still more pronounced on the rear jet for the same reason.
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Figure 3: Impact of the initial Freestream turbulence percentage on the upstream
(black line) and downstream (red line) jet trajectories on the symmetry plane (z=0)

Now that all the conditions (geometry, dynamic conditions and mass composition)
are specified, we can move to the discussion of the obtained results, namely the
resulting dispersion of the fume jets within the environing air mainstream. To get a
complete idea about this mechanism, we need to track the progression of each of the
pollutants contained within the handled fume. Due to the non-reactive character of
the fume, we may suppose that all pollutants would behave similarly. Fig. 4 com-
pares precisely the vertical distribution of the different pollutants’ mass fraction on
the symmetry plane (z = 0) and within two random longitudinal locations. Let’s
consider the rear nozzle center that will reflect the behavior of the corresponding
jet. The second evaluation position was placed at mid distance between the twin
jet columns due to the interesting phenomena it shields: the extension of the rear
plume, the ascension of the second one and the creation of a trapped flow between
the evolving fluid columns. We effectively note a similar behavior of the different
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considered species at both longitudinal locations. In fact, within the rear jet nozzle
(fig. 4-a) for example, we assist to a decreasing profile starting from an initial value.
This initial value is reasonably different as the pollutants are injected at different
rates within the fume as shown in tab. 1.

Once emitted all pollutants’ distributions record a similar stage expressing the pas-
sage through the just emitted rear jet. The variation of the initial inclination an-
gle affects here similarly the pollutants’ dispersion. In fact, it similarly enlarges
the attained stage and postpones the diffusion and vanishing phase within the sur-
rounding air. A similar decreasing slope is also adopted later during the vanishing
phase.

The final vanishing begins indeed similarly at the vicinity of y = 8 mm under the
weakest inclination angle. Generally speaking, the homogenization step takes place
at the same location under the different inclination angles and for the different
injected pollutants.

Between the jet nozzles (fig. 4-b), the same phenomenon is observed as the plotted
distributions relative to the different species discharged are similar under a given
inclination angle. The jets’ inclination affects then similarly the progression of
the different components of the non-reactive fume: a similar number of peaks and
stages is recorded at the same locations and over the same extent.

The non-reactivity of the handled fume allows us then considering one single pol-
lutant progression over the domain; the observations detected on the behavior of
one single species will remain true for the others.

Thus, we propose in the following to consider one single pollutant as a tracer of
the evolving fume in order to track its progression over the domain µ . Let us
consider the carbon dioxide (CO2) for example. As a first step, we propose to
track the impact of the jets’ initial inclination on the iso-surfaces of the CO2 mass
fraction contained within the fume. These iso-surfaces were represented in fig.
5 together with five different slices of the same feature (CO2). The slices were
equally spaced and placed at the same locations (between 0 and 0.15 m) under
the different inclination cases in order to detect the plume extent discrepancies. A
primary and global observation of the resulting flowfield reveals the high impact of
the inclination factor on two major aspects: the separate ascension of each of the
jets and then the progression of their combined plume.

The proper development of the jets is first affected by the jet nozzles’ spacing. It
is then either comforted or weakened by the initial emission inclination. In fact, a
weaker inclination angle together with the direct flattening of the oncoming cross-
flow keeps the jet plumes close to the injection plate. The proper evolution of each
of the jets (encircled in fig. 5) is then hardy discernible. Under the weakest incli-
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Figure 4: Similarity of the inclination impact on the different species distributions
over the domain: a) within the 1st jet, b) between both jet nozzles
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Figure 5: Impact of the initial jet inclination on the dispersion of the CO2 mass
fraction is-surfaces: a- α = 30˚, b- α = 45˚, c- α = 60˚, d- α = 90˚

nation case, for example, it seems as if we have one single jet (fig. 5-a). When the
jets are straightened, on the contrary, the jets are more eager to move away from the
injection wall before bending, even when directly confronted with the mainstream.
The jet columns are consequently more clearly observed and join farther high under
the highest inclination case (fig. 5-d).

The more pronounced progression of the most straightened jets originates actually
from the more significant impulse brought to them while discharging. This more
significant initial impulse gives consistence to the evolving jets which maintains
longer their initial column width before being flatted and reduces their elongation.
The vertical ascension is consequently largely enhanced with regards to the lon-
gitudinal one. This mechanism affects also the moment at which the separate jet
columns combine to form one single jet plume with more significant dimensions.
In fact, when the jets are maintained close to the injection plane, they almost imme-
diately join and keep on progressing close to the wall. When they are straightened
on the contrary, they join farther high and downstream.

The combined plume evolves however higher even if not too far longitudinally. This
leads to suppose that the lateral expansion of the jet plumes is further enhanced too
when the initial inclination increases. Increasing the inclination factor allows then
a deeper vertical dispersion of the emitted fume and reduces its longitudinal extent.

We propose to superpose now the vertical progression of the carbon dioxide (CO2)
mass fraction versus that of the air mass fraction in a try to compare and maybe
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even correlate the behavior of both features (Fig. 6). The already chosen locations
in addition to two further ones will be considered for this comparison. One will be
placed at the downstream jet nozzle center to compare the twin jet behaviors and the
second will be placed far downstream of both jet nozzles to track the progression
of the combined plume. The same inclination angles will be considered in order
to highlight the impact of this parameter on both mass fraction distributions. A
primer global observation of the different plotted profiles reveals a complementary
influence of the inclination impact on CO2 and air mass fractions. Within the first
zone that corresponds to the rear jet location (fig. 6-a), the different CO2 profiles
initiate with a common value equivalent to 21% which coincides with the quantity
of CO2 initially introduced within the jet nozzles. Since the latter contain initially
only the fume, it is reasonable to find no pure air at the vicinity of the injection
plane. It is only when the fume begins to disperse within the domain that the pol-
lutant mass fraction profiles decline, and that the air mass fraction profiles increase
regardless of the inclination conditions. The inclination factor affects then only the
extent over which the profiles vary and not the way they do it. In fact, the vanishing
of the CO2 mass fraction actually yields the way to the air to settle down and that
from y = 8 mm under the weakest inclination angle. This mechanism takes place at
approximately y = 16 mm under the highest inclination angle.

This is actually the explanation for the similarity of the impact of the inclination
factor on both distributions. In fact, the later the pollutant disperses, the later the
pure air settles down. Within the downstream jet location (fig. 6-c), the pollutant’s
mass fraction behaves the same: a progressive dispersion is observed and expressed
by a decreasing profile.

The decreasing portion of the profiles contains however a fluctuation as we are no
longer in presence of a single plume but two: the just emitted second jet and slightly
farther the extent of the already discharged rear one. This fluctuation on the pol-
lutant distributions is simultaneously and reasonably reflected on the air profiles
since the dispersion of the pollutant leaves space to be occupied by the environing
air. The more the jets are straightened, the quicker the twin plums join; and they
join so rapidly under the highest inclination angle that we practically no longer dis-
tinguish any fluctuation along the distribution of the pollutant’s mass fraction. This
phenomenon is naturally reflected on the air profile as we cross the combined jet
plumes to directly discharge into the surrounding main air flow. Between the twin
jet nozzles (fig. 6-b), the flow progression is quite more delicate to analyze due
to the different initial values of the different profiles. This variation in the initial
values is actually generated by the inclination factor. In fact and as already said,
the more the jets are straightened, the farther they discharge from the injection plate
and the less they let the pollutant deposit against the ground. Under the weakest
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Figure 6: Vertical distributions of the CO2 (black line) versus air (red line) mass
fractions within the different zones of the domain (a- x = 0 mm, b-x = 15 mm, c-x
= 30 mm, d-x = 50 mm) in the symmetry plane (z=0) and under a variable initial
inclination angle

angle on the contrary the jets almost directly bend against the injection plate which
justifies the highest corresponding initial pollutant quantity. This engenders auto-
matically the least quality of air present in this zone: which is comforted by the
corresponding air distribution (almost 2%).

The same phenomenon is observed downstream of the twin jet nozzles (fig. 6-d)
as different initial values are adopted and the highest one is relative to the imme-
diately bent jets (weakest inclination angle). After that, only one single peak is
recorded. It is a maximum in the case of the pollutant profiles and a minimum in
that of the air distributions. This peak is attained farther as the jet inclination in-
creases due to their further vertical ascension which allows them to progress further
longitudinally.

We can then confirm that the mass fraction distributions of both the pollutants and
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the surrounding air are complementary as stated previously. This complementar-
ity is only qualitative for the moment since we considered only one single species;
the CO2. Including the others and summing their mass fractions would complete
the quantitative corresponding since as soon as the pollutants disperse, the air set-
tles down and replaces them all over the domain. The initial inclination of the jets
affects all components’ dispersion as the jets are sent further vertically. This is
likely to maintain the initial quantity of pollutant longer when moving away from
the injection plane and to postpone the final homogenization of the resulting flow-
field composition in that direction. In terms of air mass fraction, this is expressed
through a later installation of pure air along the vertical direction as well as along
the other directions.

4 Conclusion

This work aimed at the examination of two elliptic tandem differently inclined jets
within an oncoming cooler crossflow. This examination was conducted numer-
ically by means of the finite volume method together with the RSM (Reynolds
stress model) second order turbulent model and a non uniform mesh system. The
numerical model was first validated by experimental data and then upgraded by in-
troducing a non-reactive fume and a temperature gradient between the interacting
flows. The non-reactivity of the emitted fume resulted in a similar dispersion of
the different components of the handled fume regardless of the imposed inclination
condition.

Increasing the initial inclination angle of the emitted jets proved to straighten the
jet plumes allowing the pollutants to cross farther vertically the domain. However
it limited their longitudinal extent. This is to consider according to the handled
application and its principal aims. In terms of air mass fraction, this means a later
settlement of pure air as the decline of pollutants concentration yields the way to
the air to settle down.
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